A, a 112.95(2), /3 = 103.68 (2), -y = 95.10(2)0, V = 1788.9(9)k 3 , Z = 3, D, =1.93 g cm-3, MoKa, 0.71073A, A =68.69 cm-1 , F(000) = 1014, room temperature, R = 0.038 for 4620 reflections with F.' > 3a(F2). The trimethylplatinum(IV) completes octahedral coordination by bonding to three oxygen atoms of the tripod-shaped methoxy Kliiui ligand.
There are two independent molecules in the cell, one disordered about a center of symmetry.
The ordered molecule has normal bond distances and angles; Pt-C = 2.001 [111] Introduction. Interest in the activation and functionalization of saturated hydrocarbons by aqueous platinum chloride solutions (Shilov, 1984 and 1989; Bercaw, 1990 and 1990b) has led to our synthesizing model platinum complexes containing "hard" ligands (Herring, Henling, Labinger and Bercaw, 1991) . Model complexes analogous to the putative Pt(R)C1 4 (H 2 0)-species that have been proposed as intermediateF in the activation/functionalization of alkanes by platinum (Shul'pin, Shilov, Kitaigorodskii and Zeile Krevor, 1980; Shibaera, Rozenberg, Lobkovskaya, Shilov and Shul'pin, 1981; Shul'pin, Nizova, Nikitaev, 1984; Khrushch, Laurushki, Misharin, Moravsky and Shilov, 1983 ) are thus attractive targets, but few examples of structurally well-characterized complexes are available. The tripod ligand (77 5 -CsHs)Co[P(O)(OR) 2 ]" (henceforth abbreviated LOR) behaves as a hard ligand, with field strengths approximately equal to that of three F-ligands (K1Kui, 1990) . Recently the synthesis of Pt(CHs) 3 LOR, where R = Me and Et, as well as the crystal and molecular structure of the latter, have been reported (Nettle, Valderrama, Contreras, Scotti, Peters, Von Schnering and Werner, 1988) . In the course of preparing these complexes for study of their chemical behavior, we obtained crystals of Pt(CH3)3LOMe, and decided to determine its structure for purposes of comparison.
Formation of methanol during aqueous decomposition of Pt(CH 3 )3LoRwill be reported elsewhere.
Experimental. Crystal a truncated bipyramid, 0.34x0.30x0.30 mm; CAD-4 diffractometer. 6 -29 scans; 25 reflections with 360 < 20 < 3 8 ' used for cell dimensions: no absorption correction (psi scans showed relative transmissions of 0.97 to 1.03, and the uncorrected data merged with a goodness of fit of 1.04); (sinO/A)m.x = 0.60; h from -10 to 10, k from -17 to 17, 1 from -18 to 18; three standard reflections (124, 331 and 01-4) showed a slight isotropic decay that we corrected for; 12,652 reflections measured, 6284 independent; Rit for 5449 reflections with exactly two observations, 0.030; all reflections used in solution and refinement of the structure; Pt, Co atom locations deduced from a Patterson map, locations of remaini:ng heavy atoms found from successive structure factor-Fourier calculations; F 2 values used in refinement, hydrogen atoms on ordered molecule placed by calculation (C-H, 0.95 A) assuming staggered geometry; hydrogen atom parzimeters not refined, but included as constant contributions to the structure factors; no hydrogen atoms introduced on disordered molecule; coordinates and anisotropic displacement parameters of all heavy atoms of the ordered molecule, a scale factor and a secondary extinction parameter (Larson, 1967) were refined. In the disordered molecule the Co and Pt atoms, which are separated by 0.65A, were refined satisfactorily as half-weight, anisotropic atoms. The three P's were also refined as half-weight, anisotropic atoms, and the nine O's as half-weight isotropic atoms. On the other hand, the six C atoms of the methoxy groups appeared to be closely overlapped in the two orientations, and were refined as three full-weight, anisotropic atoms. Overlap of the five atoms of the Cp ring with the three Pt-coordinated methyl groups was complicated; these atoms were placed in idealized, halfpopulated sites with isotropic B's and not refined. The final difference map clearly showed that the modeling in this area was incomplete, presumably because of the neglect of the large anisotropies in the Uij's expected for such atoms. Final R on F for all 5754 reflections with F• > 0, 0.051, wR (on F 2 ), 0.008, S = 1.81; weights taken as 1/o-2 (Fo); variances (0" 2 (F2)) derived from counting, statistics plus an additional term. (0.0141)2; variances of the merged data by propagation of error plus another additional term, (0.0141)2: ratio of maximum shift to standard deviation in the final cycle, 0.03; maximum and •ninimu.n peaks in final difference map, 1.33 eA -3 (near Cp ring on disordered molecule -the five largest peaks are in this region) and -1.01 eA-' (0.7 k from P3); secondary extinction parameter refined to 0.94(3)x10-6 ; atomic scattering factors from Cromer and Waber (1974) and dispersion corrections from Cromer (1974) ; programs used were those of the CRYM Crystallographic Computing System (Duchamp, 1964) and ORTEP (Johnson, 1976) . Final refined parameters are listed in Table 1 with selected distances and angles in Table 2 .
The two independent moleules are shown in Figs. 1 and 2; Fig. 3 shows the packing.* " Lists of assigned hydrogen parameters, &nisotropic displacement parameters, complete Discussion. The molecular structure of Pt(CH3) 3 LOMe is quite similar to that previously reported for the ethyl analog, which in turn displays structural parameters closely resembling those of other complexes containing the LOR tripod ligand as well as those with the PtMe 3 moiety (Nettle, et al., 1988) . Comparing bond distances and angles between the The crystal structure of Pt(CH 3 )3LoM, exhibits an interesting feature: of the two independent molecules in the unit cell, one is disordered about a center of symmetry ( Fig. 2) . It may be noteworthy that each of the six C atoms of the methoxy groups virtually overlaps its partner in the other orientation of the disordered molecule; perhaps the breaking of this pseudosymmetry element by additional substitution is responsible for the fact that no such disorder was found for the ethyl analog. 
Legends to Figures

